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MANOR LAUNCH NEW MERCHANDISE RANGE
Manor have used moments from its past to inspire a new Heritage
merchandise collection.
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Manor have used moments from its past to inspire a new Heritage merchandise collection, which will
be available to order online and from selected retailers.
The new collection will include a variety of products including top quality clothing which has been
designed and produced in conjunction with Team Partner Errea.
The Heritage collection features the Manor logo that has appeared on its race cars over the last 26
years. The collection celebrates Manor’s history in racing which has seen it achieve over 190 race
victories and a number of national and international championships.
The first products in the Heritage range are T‐shirts which are available in both black and white colour
schemes with either a round‐neck or V‐neck collar. The T‐shirts feature the manor “shield logo”.
The Heritage collection celebrates the spirit of competition and love of racing that characterises
Manor’s approach to racing and the pricing has been designed to reflect Manor’s commercial values
of good quality at a sensible price. The Heritage T‐shirts are priced at £15 for adult’s T‐shirts and £10
for children’s T‐shirts.
The new merchandising range will go on sale in the next few weeks however those interested in being
the first to purchase items can register an interest via shop@manorwec.com after which they will
receive details of how to purchase items during the pre‐launch phase of the range.
Graeme Lowdon, President & Sporting Director, Manor
“The new Manor Heritage collection combines quality products with what we think are sensible
prices so that fans don’t have to spend too much when showing their support for the Team.
“A number of famous drivers have worn this logo over the years and we hope that supporters of the
Team will now enjoy wearing it too”
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